
Chapter 9

Learning from the End of the Cold War

Richard K. Herrmann

Introduction

There is no doubt that policymakers and scholars alike will draw lessons from
the end of the Cold War: it was that type of historically relevant event. It ush-
ered in revolutionary change in the status of states, the independence of nations,
and the policy agendas and priorities of many countries around the world. Of
course, just because the Cold War has all of the characteristics of the sort of his-
torical event people learn the most from, there is no guarantee that the lessons
that will be drawn are appropriate or wise.1 People have routinely drawn inap-
propriate lessons from the past and they are likely to do so again.

Reviewing the track record on learning from major historical events, Robert
Jervis paints a bleak picture.2 He finds that people tend to engage in a quick and
oversimplified search for causes and to make few attempts to consider the com-
parisons that are necessary to render in a logical way the causal efficacy of spe-
cific variables. In this rather “sloppy” search for causes, Jervis reports that people
tend to slight the importance of specific conditions and circumstances and stress
instead the overriding importance of a few variables and simple connections be-
tween them. Philip Tetlock’s more recent experimental study of how scholars
learn from the Cold War has produced results quite parallel to Jervis’s earlier
conclusions about how lessons from history are typically drawn.3 Tetlock con-
cludes that belief system defense mechanisms that work against learning are suf-
ficiently robust so that, to a quite disturbing degree, scholars and policymakers
alike are prisoners of their preconceptions. They use ideological theory-driven
connections to interpret the meaning of the past and allow contemporary con-
cerns to motivate their historical reconstructions.
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The end of the Cold War has already led people to draw lessons and in many
cases the patterns described by Jervis and Tetlock are evident. Jervis suggests that
people tend to exaggerate the impact of constant factors and see the new situa-
tion and the historical path leading to it through the lenses of their old beliefs.4

This was true in many accounts of the end of the Cold War provided to us by
former officials directly involved in the process. Just as Jervis would expect, peo-
ple were especially reluctant to adjust their beliefs about specific actors and the
motives that drove them. When the outcome was judged to be a failure, as is
common among former Soviet hard-liners, there was a fairly quick conclusion
that other policies would have produced more success and at less expense. On
the other hand, for those who judged the outcome of the Cold War as a success,
there is a tendency to assume that the actions they took were the cause of the
success and that these actions represent the most efficient path to the successful
outcome that was possible. Failure, Jervis finds, in general leads to a more ag-
gressive search for alternatives, while success often produces little learning at all,
reinforcing preexisting conceptions.

Although history is a very powerful teacher, unfortunately it is not a very
good one. Its lessons are controversial, typically hard to decipher, and are de-
pendent on a good deal of prior knowledge. Moreover, the so-called historical
lessons history teaches are the result of competitive current political processes
and are influenced by a host of ideational and material motivations. The lessons
being drawn from the end of the Cold War, for instance, are affected not only
by the cognitive, logical, and evidentiary limits facing any historical analysis, but
also by current political interests. This includes both the efforts to take credit
and assign blame for the good and bad aspects of the Cold War’s end and the
use of history to argue in favor of contemporary policy preferences. Beyond mo-
tivated biases, the lessons being drawn from the Cold War also reflect the pro-
jection backward of ideas about world affairs that are popular today. For
instance, contemporary thinking about globalization and economic considera-
tions often figure prominently in the logic explaining the Cold War’s end and in
the process of deriving lessons from it.

Given the track record of learning from the past and the current contest al-
ready underway regarding the interpretation of the Cold War’s end, what can be
done to advance learning? Is there any way to improve the process? The process
of drawing lessons can be made more systematic and transparent, and multiple
explanatory factors can be considered simultaneously. We aimed to unearth and
confront new evidence and to use counterfactual thought experiments to par-
tially address the limitations inherent in historical interpretation. We did not ex-
pect to determine once and for all the true explanation, but rather to improve
the process by which substantive conclusions are drawn and to better calibrate
how confident people should be in the conclusions they reach.
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This chapter begins with a discussion of learning in general and the lessons
being drawn from the end of the Cold War in particular. After discussing the
lessons and processes of learning that appear to be underway, this chapter turns
to a discussion of the research strategies employed in our study. Part 2 looks at
the strategies authors in this study used to defend the casual inferences they
drew. Part 3 offers ideas regarding how the inferences and lessons drawn might
be tested in the future and how this may improve our understanding of the past.

Part 1: Lessons Being Drawn from the End of the Cold War

Learning is a popular concept but one that is defined in different ways.5 Learn-
ing may refer to the substantive conclusions that people draw regarding how A
produces B, and it may also involve the confidence a person has that A does in
fact produce B. For our purposes, we define learning as change in either sub-
stantive causal beliefs or change in the confidence with which these beliefs are
held. With this definition, people can learn they were wrong and change their
belief that A causes B, and people can learn they were correct and simply update
the confidence they have in the causal connection between A and B.

Lessons Being Drawn

One popular lesson being drawn in the United States is that U.S. military and
economic power triumphed over the Soviet Union. In this picture, the United
States, by moving the competition into the high frontier of military technol-
ogy, compelled the Soviet Union to retreat. Moscow, due to its totalitarian sys-
tem, was unable to compete in the scientific and engineering realms and could
not fuel an economy capable of sustaining competitive military deployments.
The lesson often drawn is that peace was produced through strength and that
containment and deterrence worked. No new substantive beliefs are prominent
in this picture, rather the learning is almost entirely in the domain of increased
confidence in preexisting beliefs. The learning also applies to the generalization
of the lesson. Containment throughout the 1990s was the logic for dealing
with Iran and Iraq and was a candidate strategy for U.S. policy toward China
as well.

The triumphal lesson comes in a softer version that places less causal signifi-
cance on the actions of the United States and more significance on the structural
constraints imposed by the globalizing world economy. In this story, the Soviet
Union was compelled to retreat because it could not remain isolated from the
world economy without suffering huge costs in terms of quality of life, and it
could not engage the world economy without changing its domestic political
and commercial systems. This view is represented in our book by Davis’s and
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Wohlforth’s study of German unification. The lessons that follow are that eco-
nomic production is the cornerstone of international power, and, in a globalized
world, states have only limited room for maneuver with regard to diverse polit-
ical and commercial practices. Sometimes an additional lesson is drawn, which
is that given the importance of economic factors in strategic competition, the
United States, as the world’s dominant economy, can expect to enjoy a period of
superiority during which it can move in world affairs with substantial latitude.6

Stories that explain the end of the Cold War by referring to Moscow’s eco-
nomic constraints in a globalized world can also reinforce the belief that en-
gagement is an effective strategy. The reform leaders who came to power in
Moscow can be seen as the product of earlier periods of detente and the Soviet
Union’s partial connection to the Western world in the 1970s and 1980s. The
process of increasing West German–Soviet trade, for instance, can be seen as an
important factor in promoting the development of a new set of elites in Moscow
who had both vested interests in better relations and growing appreciation for
the benefits of reform. Here the lesson drawn is that engagement works, by in-
creasing the material gain from cooperation while reassuring countries that they
are not threatened. Some U.S. leaders suggest that this lesson be applied to con-
temporary U.S. policy toward Iran and China.

In Moscow, former Soviet leaders who came to oppose Gorbachev and who
doubted that the Cold War had ended drew the lesson that the Cold War was
always fueled by an American desire to destroy the Soviet Union and Russia as
potential competitors. This, of course, was the belief they had during the Cold
War, and for them it was clearly reaffirmed by how it ended. They insisted that
although the bipolar era had ended, the Cold War that Washington was direct-
ing toward Moscow was still underway. For them, Gorbachev’s idea that the
Cold War was a spiral of mistrust was wrong, and his expectations accommoda-
tive Soviet policies would lead to accommodative U.S. policies was at best naive.
More likely, they insisted, Gorbachev was a traitor or under the influence of trai-
tors. In any case, the lessons they draw for contemporary Russian foreign policy
is to stiffen resistance to the United States and that only countervailing power
will stop otherwise unending Western demands, a lesson that may also have
popularity in Beijing.

The Politics of History

Clearly the stories of the past and the lessons that are said to follow are part of
political debate in the present. As Hegel explained, arguments made about the
cause of events in the past affect the way future events unfold.7 This happens in
two different ways. In the first way, the patterns in the past are thought to re-
flect laws of nature that cannot be ignored. Historical analysis thus reinforces
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behavior that conforms to the prescriptions and proscriptions of these presumed
laws. This persistence of behavior produces increased confidence in the correct-
ness of the laws and a behavior pattern more clearly consistent with them in the
future: That is, adherence to the “laws” reinforces them. In the second way, ex-
planations of the past can challenge the causal significance of factors that over
time have become accepted as natural and unalterable. In this case, the discov-
ery of new possibilities emancipates people from the mental straight-jackets that
had been imposed by their prior beliefs, which had been taken to be laws, and
contributes to changes in the behavior of actors and the dynamic of future rela-
tionships. Causal understanding of the past thus enables change, making that
causal understanding out-of-date in the future.

Knowledge created about historical and social phenomena is affected by po-
litical motivations and extant beliefs popular in society. Because the lessons
drawn change the subject matter itself and change future behavior, they become
the objects of political contest. Philip Tetlock and Penny Visser find that the ex-
planations for the end of the Cold War that U.S. scholars accept as persuasive
are closely associated with the beliefs they had about what caused the Cold War.8

Hawks are substantially more inclined to believe the material explanation.
Doves are more inclined to accept the ideational and leadership story. If the as-
sociation between prior political view and subsequent interpretation of the end
of the Cold War was not so strong, we might dismiss the correlation as coinci-
dence. It appears, however, that two sources of bias are at work. The first is the
desire to believe that one’s past interpretation was correct and that subsequent
history has confirmed one’s knowledge. The other is the inclination to blame
others for bad outcomes and to take credit for good outcomes.9

In the case of the Cold War, this means that for those who saw the Soviet
Union as aggressive and bent on expansion, the change in Soviet policy should
be attributed not to a change in motives or guiding ideas but to dire necessity
and material compulsion. For those who saw the Soviet Union as mostly defen-
sive, on the other hand, change should be explained by referring to the rise of
ideas about the stability of mutual assured destruction, the sensibility of pursu-
ing mutual security, and the willingness to test whether a spiral security dilemma
could be de-escalated. The biases are also evident among Soviet writers who de-
scribed an aggressive United States and defensive Soviet Union and attribute the
end of the Cold War to Gorbachev’s ideas. Depending on how aggressive they
believe the United States was, they see these ideas as wise, naive, or treasonous.
Soviet intellectuals who hated the Soviet system and saw it as oppressive at home
and aggressive abroad are attracted to the same storyline emphasizing material
constraint and dire necessity as hawkish-minded Americans.

Of course, if there were clear tests of the alternative arguments, it might be
harder for competing points of view to stay on the field; some would be proved
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right, others wrong. Our tests of competing arguments, however, are at best am-
biguous and rest on a host of assumptions that can be controversial. The result
is that scholars and leaders alike can define the terms of the test in ways that lead
to whatever conclusion keeps their preconceptions about state motivation and
policy efficacy intact. For example, central to the material compulsion versus
ideas debate is the concept of dire necessity. Nowhere, however, is this concept
defined. Clearly, in the 1980s neither the Soviet Union nor the United States
faced the sort of material constraints the conquered and occupied Germany and
Japan did in 1945. Short of this sort of physical compulsion, it is hard to know
what necessity is. What level of poor living standards would lead to a collapse of
the state? What military threats that it could not deter would cross the thresh-
old and compel retreat? Because we cannot establish such thresholds a priori,
both hawks and doves can retroactively explain any outcome.

Paul Krugman argues that from an economic perspective nations are not
competitors the way firms are.10 They are not locked into zero-sum negative in-
terdependence in which at the extreme survival of one means the destruction of
the other. According to Krugman, the popularity of the competition metaphor
in the economic realm of interstate relations is more a product of nationalist
ego, desire for prestige and self-serving romance than it is connected to eco-
nomic reality. Nations can persist with quite different standards of living that
depend on a host of social values and choices made domestically. Although this
is generally recognized, and thus qualifies arguments about dire necessity, it
often gets buried in the heat of a polemical debate. Because the concept of eco-
nomic necessity is so elastic and difficult to define short of physical catastrophe,
it is quite easy for scholars to employ it in a way that protects their prior moti-
vational belief.

Besides the motive to confirm prior beliefs, more overtly political considera-
tions can also bias the interpretation of the past. Taking credit and laying blame
for historical developments is a case in point, especially when these assignments
of past responsibility are linked to present obligations and debts. Many Rus-
sians, for instance, are keen to take credit for having made the compromises that
ended the Cold War. They argue that in return for this the United States should
now provide compensation and aid to Russia. Former U.S. officials give credit
to President Reagan and deflect any notion that Washington owes something to
Moscow. In the story popular with American officials, Moscow had caused the
Cold War, and decades of containment combined with Reagan’s firm line finally
compelled it to retreat from its transgressions. Among Russians, a more popular
story distributed blame for the Cold War to either the United States, emphasiz-
ing its imperial aspirations, or to both sides, emphasizing the hostility perpetu-
ated by military-industrial interests. Often the argument that Gorbachev’s
enlightenment ended the Cold War is coupled with a notion that in return the
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United States has an obligation to reciprocate and also pull back from its impe-
rial behavior.

Of course, just as it is easy to construct different motivational stories for
states, it is easy to speculate on the motivational sources of a scholar’s beliefs.
People invest an important part of their self-identity in national communities,
and, therefore, a host of ego-defensive motives may affect how they recall and
write history. Ethnocentric and in-group biases are well established and need not
be discussed here.11 At times, victors are said to write history to justify their su-
premacy, losers to establish their victimhood. Regardless of why people find a
triumphalist story appealing or a story of heroic enlightenment gratifying, the
main point I want to stress here is that disentangling the writing of history, and
especially the drawing of lessons, from the contemporary political scene is very
difficult.

Part 2: Strategies for Learning from the Past

Recognizing that history is a powerful but not very good teacher, it is important
to examine in detail the competing interpretative explanations of the end of the
Cold War and to interrogate the conclusions that are becoming part of the con-
ventional wisdom in both American and Russian society. To do this, a number
of procedures might help to improve the process of interpretation, and, at a
minimum, better calibrate the confidence placed in explanations and the ap-
plicability of lessons drawn.

One reason it is hard to learn from history is that we cannot rerun history to test
if the causal inferences we are drawing are the right ones. In the physical sciences,
the experimental method is well developed and relies on the ability to repeat pro-
cedures in controlled settings to see if, when all else is held constant, the single fac-
tor under consideration leads repeatedly to a specific outcome. By rerunning the
experiment many times, scientists can establish not just if the association is evident
but also how often it appears and what the probability is that in any single run the
general pattern will occur. In research based on history, we do not have the luxury
of running controlled experiments. We also cannot rerun history and test defini-
tively whether A is associated with B, and if so, with what probability.

Aware of the logical limits facing the identification of even strict correlation,
much less causation, in history, we adopted several research strategies to pro-
mote careful inferential assessment. The first of these strategies was to insist that
all authors of the turning point chapters consider at least the four explanatory
factors we identified as prevalent in the contemporary debates about the end of
the Cold War. Our intent was not to compel authors to think in terms of mu-
tually exclusive alternative interpretations, but rather to promote a broader
search for new evidence and more thoughtful and complex causal explanations.
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The second strategy was to divide the end of the Cold War into discrete turn-
ing points. The aim was to direct attention to more detailed analyses and toward
the process of change. By subdividing the overall story into multiple cases, we
are able to evaluate the role four different factors play in each turning point and
to draw generalizations on this multicase foundation. In other words, by un-
packing the interpretative task into smaller endeavors for which we could ac-
quire new empirical information, we can determine whether particular
explanations hold in one turning point as an exception or as a general rule.

The third strategy we introduced to the initial design of the project was the
production of counterfactual thought experiments. Although this may strike
many readers as a strategy that is inherently inconclusive, we argue that all causal
claims that rest on historical evidence ultimately rely on a counterfactual argu-
ment.12 We asked each of our authors to conduct counterfactual thought ex-
periments as a way to evaluate the persuasiveness of alternative causal stories.
Our authors employed three additional strategies for identifying causal relation-
ships in history and for making causal stories persuasive to readers. These three
strategies are: (1) establishing a sequence in history showing that one factor
changed prior to an outcome; (2) establishing that one factor varied and thus
could be related to the changed outcome while establishing that other possible
causal factors remained constant and thus are unlikely to explain change; and
(3) establishing a causal mechanism that links the presumed causal factor to the
outcome in a way that draws on auxiliary knowledge that is taken to be true.
None of these strategies can overcome completely the limits inherent in the task
of drawing causal inferences in historical studies, but, as evidenced in our turn-
ing point chapters, they are quite common. They also can be more convincing
on a rhetorical level than on a strictly logical level. They are worth considering
in some detail.

Establish a Sequence

The most common strategy for making a causal argument about the end of the
Cold War is to establish a sequence of events. Here the argument is that a
change in one factor preceded and, therefore, could have caused a change in an-
other factor. For example, Archie Brown argues that the top leadership in the
Communist Party was not considering major change and did not select Gor-
bachev because they thought he would bring about radical change. Brown
makes a case for Gorbachev’s importance by establishing this relatively steady
state in Soviet politics, then introduces Gorbachev to the scene and tracks the
changes that followed. Brown argues that Gorbachev as leader was more impor-
tant than new ideas alone by showing that new ideas were evident in some cir-
cles before Gorbachev rose to office and consolidated his power, but that the
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scholars and politicians who advocated them had little impact on the system
prior to Gorbachev’s ascension.

I develop a similar causal argument in my study of regional conflicts. At a tac-
tical level, in each regional case I identify when each superpower escalated its de-
livery of weaponry and then look at subsequent actions on the part of the other
superpower and the regional protagonists. By showing that escalation typically
met counterescalation and that the sequencing story was one of tit-for-tat reci-
procity and not peace-through-strength, I cast doubt on the causal plausibility
of material power explanations.

Matthew Evangelista similarly argues that the deployment of U.S. cruise and
Pershing II missiles were followed by reciprocal Soviet countermeasures. By
demonstrating that a robust pattern of tit-for-tat competition prevailed prior to
Gorbachev’s consolidation of power, Evangelista makes the case for the causal
importance of Gorbachev and his ideas by showing that previous attempts to
change the material balance were not followed by change in policy and that only
changes in leadership and ideas were followed by change in policy.

James Davis and William Wohlforth make a different causal argument, but
employ a similar sequencing strategy. They argue that the Soviet economy was
doing well in the 1950s and 1960s, faltered in the 1970s, and entered an acute
crisis phase in the 1980s. Davis and Wohlforth argue that the clear downturn in
Soviet economic fortunes preceded subsequent changes in Soviet strategic think-
ing. They give interpretative weight to material necessity rather than free-willed
enlightenment.

Jacques Lévesque argues that material conditions affected the evolution in
Gorbachev’s visions for socialist renewal and mutual security, but were not solely
responsible for them. Lévesque describes a feedback loop between ideas and ma-
terial circumstances, in which Gorbachev demonstrated substantial flexibility,
even inconsistency, in his thinking and behavior. A sequential storyline can be
quite persuasive, but there are several important problems with this sort of
causal logic. There is always a historical antecedent, and as Davis and Wohlforth
point out, where scholars decide to cut into the story affects significantly what
sort of causal sequence will appear. For instance, while Brown attributes impor-
tant causal significance to Gorbachev, a popular storyline in the United States
argues that the Reagan buildup and return to hard-line foreign policy in the
early 1980s caused many of the negative changes in the Soviet material bargain-
ing situation that Gorbachev had to address.13 As previously noted, advocates of
engagement argue that engagement had laid the causal foundation for the emer-
gence of a Westernizing elite in Moscow and the evolution of Gorbachev’s
thinking regarding a common European home.

The problem is that as we move away from the field of contemporary ac-
tion, the possible causal stories become endless and our ability to evaluate
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them disappears. Gorbachev’s ideas in the mid-1980s can be attributed to ma-
terial conditions then, and those conditions attributed to the ideas about ad-
vanced socialism enacted by Brezhnev, and those ideas shaped by the material
experience under Khrushchev, and that experience shaped by the ideas im-
posed by Stalin, and so on. Just as Freudian psychologists could look back
across a long lifespan and pick out all sorts of factors that they claim are re-
sponsible for actions taken many years later, so could historical analysts look
back across time and pick out their favorite factors and claim these factors are
the causal antecedents of contemporary behavior. Of course, Freudian logic
lost most of its persuasive power in contemporary psychology to theories that
focused on more immediate forces in the temporal environment. The histori-
cal antecedent strategy may be vulnerable in historical studies to a similar
focus on immediate forces.

Not all causal claims that rely on a sequencing strategy are equal. Sometimes
we have auxiliary theories and knowledge that make the connecting storyline
more persuasive. For instance, our understanding of how the Soviet system
worked makes Brown’s argument about the importance of Gorbachev’s ascen-
sion more compelling. Knowing that the General Secretary’s office carried in-
fluence over personnel appointments and that the people Gorbachev appointed
favored and implemented substantial change, gives significant weight to the ar-
gument that Gorbachev’s ascension to power caused these appointments, which
in turn accelerated reform. Other arguments—for example, that Gorbachev’s
unilateral test moratorium fueled the U.S. peace movement, which in turn con-
strained Reagan, or that economic growth rates declined and created new com-
mercial incentives, which in turn caused foreign policy retrenchment—do not
rest on commonly accepted auxiliary knowledge and thus are not as persuasive.

Other sequential-based arguments rest on claims about the motivation be-
hind a leader’s decision. For instance, Davis and Wohlforth argue that Gor-
bachev was motivated to retrench because he faced dire economic necessity, and
Sarah Mendelson, in a study of the Soviet decision to leave Afghanistan, argues
that Gorbachev’s desire to consolidate his domestic coalition motivated him to
construct a picture of Afghanistan and the United States that was naive.14 The
auxiliary assumptions that are needed to sustain these claims of motivated mis-
perception are typically complicated and not widely shared.

Establish Variation and No Variation

A second common strategy for creating a causal storyline builds on the basic
logic of sequence but goes a step further. It argues that one factor varies and thus
could explain variation in the outcome and that other plausible causal factors do
not vary, and, therefore, are not likely explanations. This strategy aims essen-
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tially to falsify the alternative causal propositions, leaving only one standing. It
does not prove that the remaining factor is the causal explanation, but presents
it as the most likely candidate.

Running through the turning point studies is an argument about how much
the material circumstances changed compared to how much ideas varied. The
most common way to make the case for the importance of ideas and leaders is
to argue that there was significant disagreement among leaders regarding what
options were available and wise to choose. The case for the importance of ma-
terial factors questions the amount of variation in the ideas different leaders had
and emphasizes the change in relative power.

Davis and Wohlforth, for example, argue that once decline and the costs of
competition were understood in Moscow, nearly everyone agreed with Gor-
bachev’s agenda, including most “old thinkers.” They contend that Gorbachev’s
reform and detente package was the default option for most party officials, in-
cluding conservatives. By making this claim about the empirical situation, Davis
and Wohlforth suggest that material considerations had a decisive impact on all
leaders, moving them essentially in the same direction. Arguing that Soviet lead-
ers agreed on the implications of the material situation, Davis and Wohlforth
conclude that these material factors were the central drivers and that the
ideational and leader-specific factors were secondary.

Archie Brown and Matthew Evangelista disagree and make their case by ar-
guing that Davis’s and Wohlforth’s characterization of the consensus among So-
viet leaders is empirically false. Brown contends, for instance, that to claim that
the idea of reform was a general consensus among a majority of party leaders is
“extraordinarily wide of the mark.” Evangelista makes a parallel argument de-
scribing in some detail the “enormous” debate within the party and military
leadership at nearly every step of the arms control story. He draws special atten-
tion to Marshal Sergei Akhromeev and Valentin Falin as indicative of the oppo-
sition Gorbachev faced. Rather than consensus about available options and best
choices, Brown and Evangelista emphasize the different perspectives on what
choices Moscow had available and ought to take. In this way, they make the case
for the importance of Gorbachev and the ideas he empowered.

Jacques Lévesque agrees with Brown and Evangelista and describes a wide
range of perspectives in Moscow on what could and should be done with regard
to Eastern and Central Europe. In Lévesque’s picture of the political scene in
Moscow, Gorbachev is a centrist, facing pressure from leaders on one side, who
want to intervene and retain control, and those on the other side, who want to
promote reform even more quickly. Rather than material circumstances pro-
ducing a consensus, in this picture the range of viewpoints is quite wide.
Lévesque contends that when Gorbachev repudiated the Brezhnev Doctrine in
late spring 1989, he was not adopting a default consensus position but rather
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was defying the advice of the majority of the top Soviet leadership. Conserva-
tives, Lévesque explains, saw Gorbachev’s move as nothing short of treason.
They could imagine no material reason for doing this. They concluded, conse-
quently, that because Gorbachev was passing by so many preferable alternative
options that were readily available, he must be either a traitor or under the in-
fluence of foreign agents. The strategy of arguing that a certain variable varies,
and that the alternatives do not, often makes a more persuasive rhetorical story
than is warranted on logical grounds. There is the obvious problem that even if
a specific variable is the only one of the set considered that varies, this does not
mean it is correlated with the outcome, much less that it caused it: we can never
be sure that some third factor not in the set considered is the really important
driving factor.

Problem of Interpreting Meaning

In establishing sequence and variation in the historical record, we face several
problems that should not be overlooked. First, it is difficult to establish whether
most people in a leadership group have the same idea or not. The debate be-
tween on the one side, Brown, Evangelista, and Lévesque, favoring ideas, and on
the other, Davis and Wohlforth, favoring material capabilities, ought to be
amenable to empirical resolution based on whether there was a consensus for re-
form and detente. This, however, requires agreement on what is meant by re-
form and detente. At our meeting in Moscow with the key former conservative
Soviet leaders, we asked if they had believed in reform and detente. They said
yes, as Davis and Wohlforth would expect; however, as we began to unpack what
they meant by reform and what actions they thought were consistent with de-
tente, it became obvious almost immediately that these words meant something
entirely different to them than they did to Gorbachev, much less to us as West-
erners. The ideas of reform and peaceful coexistence had been standard ideo-
logical lines in Soviet propaganda for decades. They were used at the polemical
level by everyone. These words, however, were filled with very different practi-
cal content by different leaders. This greatly complicates the identification of
any individual leader’s point of view and the task of determining how wide-
spread agreements or disagreements are.

Second, not only are the labels poorly defined in terms of content, so too is
the baseline for measuring change. What were the Soviet beliefs that Gorbachev
changed? Were these beliefs in the doctrinaire communist platforms of the
1930s, or Khrushchev’s reformist ideas of the early 1960s, or the bureaucratized
ideas associated with Brezhnev and stagnation? Was Gorbachev overturning a
revolutionary foreign policy of expansion? Or was he revising a geopolitical
bipolar realist mindset that had abandoned revolutionary ideas decades earlier
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and was quite complacent and cautious in a well-established and routinized su-
perpower stalemate? Another former baseline relates to perceptions of the bal-
ance of power. Soviet leaders, for instance, spoke often about the correlation of
forces shifting in their direction. They always started, however, from the as-
sumption that the Soviet Union was behind, and they argued it was catching up.
This is very different than saying they were ahead of or superior to the United
States. In defining the baseline, this distinction is important. If Moscow was al-
ways behind and in the 1980s faced a slowdown, a reversal in the rate at which
they were catching up, this would simply have left them behind and falling back
to where they had traditionally been. On the other hand, it could be that the
rate of catching up was what really mattered to Soviet leaders and that the base-
line, therefore, should not be the absolute balance that was always in Washing-
ton’s favor but the downturn in the shift. This decision about the baseline,
however, requires additional assumptions about what dimensions of power re-
ally matter.

Third, the concepts of power and ideas are multidimensional. During the
Cold War, for example, the nuclear and military balance that assured mutual de-
struction drew the most attention. On these dimensions of power there was no
fundamental change. There also was no prospect that it would change.15 Wash-
ington’s Strategic Defense Initiative was far from deployable and Moscow had
several countermeasures that it could take. Davis and Wohlforth draw our at-
tention to a different dimension of power that is based on a high-tech economy
and advanced engineering. Brooks and Wohlforth argue elsewhere that it is this
dimension of power that really mattered, not the military balance.16 Although
this may be true, it is hard to evaluate because we could not judge the impor-
tance of each dimension of power until after the fact. We preserve our faith in
the importance of power by redefining the measure of power to fit the outcome.

Ideas about what dimensions of power matter most are essentially just ideas.
Conservative former Soviet leaders, who eventually opposed Gorbachev,
thought it was safe to experiment with domestic reform (as they defined this)
even though in their view Washington was trying to destroy communism. They
felt this way because no one in Moscow doubted the robustness of the Soviet
military deterrent. They knew Washington had no military option for compel-
lence and could not move against them militarily. Convinced that the core de-
fense of the nation was secure, they explained that some latitude for
experimentation at home was available. They also said that the motivation be-
hind reform at home had nothing to do with the United States. It had every-
thing to do, they said, with improving the quality of life for the people living in
the Soviet Union. Essentially, they were directing attention away from argu-
ments about sequences and variation and toward a discussion about the mech-
anisms and motives that explain the decisions to change course.
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Establish a Mechanism

The relationship between temporal sequencing and variation can be composed
into a causal story with the construction of a connecting mechanism. For exa-
mple, Gorbachev’s failure to introduce change right away in the mid-1980s
might be taken as evidence that he did not bring new ideas to power. Archie
Brown argues against this interpretation by introducing the causal mechanism
of serious institutional constraint. Brown argues that Gorbachev was con-
strained in foreign policy by the strength of the Ministry of Defense and the
KGB. In Brown’s study, it was necessary for Gorbachev to consolidate his power
over the bureaucracy before he could introduce major change.

In my study of regional conflicts, I draw attention to the facilitating mecha-
nisms that were operating abroad. For instance, I reject the argument that only
a conservative U.S. president, like Reagan, could have led the United States out
of the Cold War. I suggest that the mechanism that allowed a U.S. president to
change course and retain public approval was the change in Soviet behavior and
the perception of many leaders in the United States that regional wars had pre-
dominately indigenous roots.

Matthew Evangelista also focuses on a mechanism to explain Gorbachev’s pre-
sentation at the United Nations in December 1988. Here the causal mechanism
was not American pressure, but instead, Evangelista argues, the central ideas of
the leaders of the transnational peace movements that had met with Soviet offi-
cials. The same sort of logic holds in Evangelista’s contention that Gorbachev’s re-
sponse to SDI was not the result of an appeasement mechanism but rather a
product of the dialogue among concerned scientists and their notion of how to
deflate public support for SDI and strategic escalation in the United States.

Of course, as already discussed above, identifying the motives that give rise to
a leader’s perception and to their decision is very difficult. We cannot rest these
inferences on the consequences that follow from the decision. As Jacques
Lévesque points out, many of the consequences in Eastern Europe were unin-
tended. In fact, Lévesque argues that the most important mechanism explaining
the course of events was Gorbachev’s misunderstanding of the situation and the
mistakes he made, some of which were the result of motivated bias. In
Lévesque’s study, Gorbachev, far from responding to material incentives, com-
mitted himself to ideas about the prospects for freedom, stability, and socialism
in Eastern Europe that were unrealistic. Although Gorbachev in many ways was
flexible and adjusted his views, his rather stubborn commitment to core beliefs
and principles about Eastern Europe, according to Lévesque, was the factor that
best explains the surprising Soviet retrenchment.

The problems inherent in attributing motives to foreign policy behavior are
not new. They are well known and have been discussed quite often.17 Many mo-
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tives can explain a single action and any single motive can be connected to many
different actions. The persuasiveness of motivational arguments typically relies
on a claim that in a given situation an actor with motive X would have done A,
while an actor with motive Y would have done B. Quite often, alternatives are
not considered in any detail and the claim that people with motives X would do
A is simply asserted as an obvious fact. Of course, whether the situation really is
as asserted and whether all of the instrumental assumptions about how doing A
would really satisfy motive X is left unexplored. As soon as the causal story is un-
packed in detail, the host of auxiliary assumptions that cannot be easily de-
fended become all too obvious.

Returning to underlying motives as the basis for establishing the heart of a
causal mechanism is a common strategy, but one that only takes us back to the
inherent political nature of writing history. It probably surprises no one that
Americans favor the stories that feature a Soviet leadership motivated by expan-
sionist motives that was compelled to retreat and that Russians close to Gor-
bachev prefer stories that feature a Soviet leadership motivated by security and
peace that was testing new ideas about mutual security. Arguments that ulti-
mately rest on self-serving and ethnocentric motivations become as much state-
ments of faith and political ideology as claims based on evidence.

Pointing out the constraints of each of the strategies employed in our study
is not intended to undermine the importance of the historical research con-
ducted. Rather, it is to remind us that none of these inferential strategies is per-
fect and that drawing conclusions with certainty and lessons with confidence is
potentially dangerous. As Lebow and Stein point out, in every turning point
chapter all four factors play a role and in none of the cases does a single factor
explain enough of the story to merit exclusive billing. Moreover, in most of the
turning point stories, the combination among the four key factors is important.
Consequently, drawing the lesson that any one factor would produce predictable
outcomes in the future would be quite misguided. Our study of the past sug-
gests that the context, path sequence, and interaction of factors is important.
Therefore, drawing simple one-to-one lessons, for example, that change in
power produces retrenchment or that changing ideas produce new policies is a
mistake. In fact, looking into the future may be a useful strategy for evaluating
the conclusions and lessons that we draw from the past.

Part 3: Learning from the Future

There is a tendency when looking backward into history to forget what we
thought was going to happen and to focus instead on what did happen. This
makes the narrative storytelling easier, but has a deleterious effect on the process
of drawing lessons. This is because simplifying the past scene to include only
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what did happen, leaving aside everything else that might have happened, cre-
ates an excessively simple picture from which to draw causal lessons.18 This can
lead to overconfidence and retrospective explanations that are tautological. For
instance, knowing that the Soviet Union did not intervene in the Gulf, Ameri-
cans forget that in the 1980s they thought Moscow could and would. Because
Moscow did not, they conclude that the reason was because it could not—a
conclusion inconsistent with earlier assessments of Soviet capability. In hind-
sight, we reevaluate how we measured power, rather than rethink basic assump-
tions about Moscow’s motives.

There is good reason to be skeptical of theories that explain the past but have
no predictive power about the future. If we understand and can explain what
factors caused outcomes in the past, then we ought to be able to anticipate that
these general patterns will hold in the future as well. If they will not, then we
ought to be able to specify why not and what conditions or auxiliary factors are
different than they were in the past and will, therefore, offset the effect of the
causal factor. Looking forward into the future and considering whether our
causal claims about the past will hold up, draws attention to contingencies and
alternative combinations that we remove from our vision of the past by looking
only at the outcome that actually occurred. This leads to three concluding sug-
gestions for how to proceed.

(1) Use Turn-around Tests

One lesson that emerges from our effort to interpret the end of the Cold War is
that we ought to apply any general causal lessons we draw to two turn-around
tests. The first concerns turning around and looking at the future, the second
concerns turning around and considering whether we draw comparable infer-
ences across actors. Neither turn-around test is difficult to understand or apply,
but both require a bit of elaboration.

First, let us consider looking into the future. If we conclude that material
weakness in the form of economic constraint and dire need to address domes-
tic hardship caused Soviet retrenchment, then we ought to ask if this same pat-
tern will hold in the future. As Archie Brown points out, since the end of
communism Russian production has dropped by 50 percent, Russia still sells
mostly raw materials and depends on loans while social problems escalate. If
the material realities and globalization in the 1980s compelled Moscow to re-
treat, then should we anticipate that the continued, even accelerated, globalized
economic processes of the 1990s coupled with still further Russian decline will
compel Russia to retreat even further? If we are confident about the causal
power of material factors, then we ought to be confident that Putin or any
other Russian leader will make little difference and that the ideas that become
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popular in Russia, say, nationalism and anti-Americanism, will also not affect
future behavior.

It is not only our confidence in material determinism that may be shaken
when we look forward and make predictions as opposed to looking backward
and constructing post hoc explanations. Excessive confidence in the determina-
tive power of ideas or leaders can also be undermined. For example, if we con-
clude that the collapse of communist ideology was the main engine behind the
end of the Cold War, are we confident that non-communist Russian foreign pol-
icy will look radically different in the future? This, of course, requires that we
define carefully what ideas are thought to have changed. During the Cold War
it was not clear if pan-national communist ideas or Russian nationalist ideas
drove Soviet policy.19 As we look forward, it is necessary to clarify just what ideas
changed, in this case communist internationalism or geopolitical realpolitik,
and what ideas currently prevail. Moreover, it compels us to consider what op-
tions leaders with radical new ideas would have and how much change they
could introduce.

Second, it also makes sense to turn the tables on the players. For instance, if
we conclude that material weakness is the proper explanation for Soviet retreat
after Afghanistan, should we conclude the same about U.S. capabilities after
Vietnam? In other words, do we explain retreat on the Soviet side as a product
of compulsion, and retreat on the American side as a product of the same thing?
Or do we see the Soviet retreat as indicative of compulsion and the American
retreat as an act of free will? If we conclude that Gorbachev was motivated by
dire necessity and domestic need to pull back, should we conclude that George
McGovern and other anti–Vietnam War leaders in the United States were mo-
tivated by the same things? If, on the other hand, we conclude that McGovern
and William Fulbright and leaders in Washington who opposed the Vietnam
War were motivated by changed understandings of the nature of the war, the
competition with Moscow, and the character of global interdependence, then do
we draw similar inferences about the factors that motivated change in Soviet
policy? If we make entirely different inferences from similar patterns for U.S.
and Soviet leaders, does this emanate from defensible empirical evidence or from
political bias?

(2) Indeterminacy Empowers Ideas

When looking forward in time, the indeterminacy of many causal theories is ev-
ident. The turn-around tests draw attention to the lack of clearly defined, mea-
surable variables and to the role of sequences, contingent moves, and stochastic
events. Given substantial indeterminacy, post hoc explanations rely on recon-
ceptualizations of key variables, remeasurement, and new interpretative causal
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conjectures. For example, after the Cold War, notions of which dimensions of
power mattered and claims about the prevailing ideas in Moscow differed from
analogous notions during the Cold War. This can include, in retrospect, focus-
ing on economic dimensions of power rather than military dimensions and fo-
cusing on ideas about Russia’s geopolitical interests as distinct from communist
internationalist ideas. In both cases, it is our ideas about the causal concepts that
is central to our interpretative theory—both during and after the Cold War.

When theories are indeterminate it is often because our ideas about the key
causal factors in the theory are poorly defined and/or quite complicated. Theo-
ries that rely on power have been plagued by this problem for years. The prob-
lems inherent in identifying a leader’s true ideas are equally well known. In both
cases, the multidimensional nature of the concept and the many various combi-
nations of different dimensions of power or compounds of ideas allow great
flexibility in post hoc explanation. Because our causal theories are based on these
subsidiary ideas about causal factors, it is very difficult to push the importance
of mental constructions or ideas into a secondary status. The very meaning of
what constitutes material power is an ideational construction.

(3) Calibrate Confidence and Use Diplomacy to Test

Drawing overconfident conclusions about what caused the past to unfold as it
did can be dangerous. Policymakers and scholars alike should calibrate their
confidence about how well they understand the past by their ability to predict
the future. Making near-term predictions about the future, and making them
quite explicit and clear, can facilitate learning and better policy making. For in-
stance, it can reveal how confident we ought to be about our causal theories. Ex-
perience with making predictions and facing the unexpected outcomes, not with
defensiveness and embarrassment, but rather with open-mindedness, can teach
us how often we are right and under what circumstances we are likely to be
wrong and when we are simply unable to gauge how far off we are likely to be.
Knowing when to hedge and when to be more confident would be a valuable
contribution.

At times, diplomatic probes can consist of emerging personal relationships
among leaders and negotiators. Other times, probes can simply be initiatives de-
signed to elicit a response from the other side. The use of diplomacy to explore
uncertainties is a valuable and commonly used tool that should be employed
more often. It should also be used to examine the validity of the assumptions
taken for granted, especially, for instance, assumptions about the other side’s
motivations. Although probes were essential to the process of ending the Cold
War, most policymakers felt not enough was done to explore the underlying and
unchallenged assumptions. There, of course, were propaganda initiatives de-
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signed to embarrass or outflank the opponent in the contest over public opin-
ion, but these were not real probes deriving from recognized uncertainty and a
felt need to test.

Of course, admitting uncertainty is not always easy in the political realm,
where certitude and confidence often sells. Simple heuristic lessons, like
“strength produces peace” and “appeasement breeds aggression,” are often at-
tractive. People appear to want clear and simple answers to problems, and evi-
dently also enjoy feeling highly confident and free from the anxiety uncertainty
provokes. It is easy to understand why patients may be tempted by confident-
sounding physicians who announce they know exactly what to do and how to
cure the patient’s cancer, and why the same patients may be frustrated or even
nervous with physicians who say that the causes of the cancer are multidimen-
sional, the results of treatment uncertain, and the best course of action careful
and limited treatments along with substantially more testing. Of course, what
sells and makes us feel good momentarily is not always the same thing as what
is prudent, appropriate given our level of understanding, and the smart way to
proceed.

The major lesson from this book is not a confident substantive conclusion
about the causal importance of material factors, ideas, domestic politics, or lead-
ers. Instead, our main conclusion is that locking into excessively confident con-
clusions about these things is a mistake. More than just an academic mistake: it
is a political mistake that can have negative and very costly consequences. Gor-
bachev showed that the lessons of the past did not need to be accepted as unal-
terable truths or even as accurate causal claims about the past. They could be
straight-jackets constraining thinking about the future, but they need not be.
Conflicts, like the Cold War, that are taken to be inevitable might just be sus-
ceptible to change, and, to the great surprise of everyone, they might end.

The conclusion we end with is that it was a mistake to believe that the Cold
War was inevitable and could not be ended; it would be equally a mistake to be-
lieve that its end was inevitable and that the lessons drawn from how it ended
provide certain guides for the future. Our best bet is to draw, from the past,
propositions about causal relations, not lessons. As we approach the future, these
propositions may help us to establish tests, and incremental treatments as simi-
lar propositions have in the medical sciences, but should not delude us into
thinking that we have discovered general laws and silver-bullet cures that can be
applied across time and circumstance without the most careful continuous test-
ing, evaluation, and readiness to rethink and change.

The twentieth century was filled with political movements arguing that sci-
ence meant certitude and the discovery of general laws and that the more of
these laws that were found and applied to the social world, the better off hu-
mankind would be. The horrors that followed hardly need to be recounted here.
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Hopefully, in the twenty-first century, a more sophisticated understanding of sci-
ence will guide the political world and lead to more modest, probabilistic, and qual-
ified claims, more open-minded inquiry, and a greater appreciation for uncertainty
and the myriad ways the path of history and human creativity can develop.
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